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Gis project ideas reddit

As a list of Digital Humanities GIS (Geographical Information Systems) projects. See this post and this for the background. Projects for digitising old maps are not included here; valuable though that is, what I list here are investigations. It is far from complete; I will be adding to it for the next few months, and then hopefully it will be replaced
with a crowd-sourced version. Approach ingp Scottish History Post Office directories and contemporary maps. The execution of this project is excellent. AfricaMap Part of the Harvard World Map project. A Long History of a Short Block A 486-meter study of today's Greene Street between Houston and Prince Streets in Manhattan, New
York. A remarkable and innovative project that produces a kind of thick description of a small area. al-Ṯurayyā the Mapping of the Arab World Project in classical epoque (about 9 and 10 d.Hr.). Animated Atlas of African History Flash-based map of Africa, available on the web as downloadable executables for Mac and Windows.
Amsterdam Time Machine A hub for historical data related to Amsterdam, which underplays how useful this site is. Dale historical map available, which is a rare thing. Army Barracks of Ireland c18 A pilot for the State and Society Mapping project in the 18th century Ireland, this site maps all army barracks active between 1690 and 1815.
Artists in Paris The site is now fully launched: Mapping Artists and Their Neighborhoods in the 17th and 18th Century Paris. Atlantic Networks Project Maps and transatlantic shipping data, including the slave trade. Atlas Cartography Histórica Mapping of historical local administrations in Portugal, in Portuguese and English. Atlas das
Paisagens Literárias de Portugal Continental Atlas of Literary Landscapes in Portugal, in Portuguese, but with a summary in English. New URL: Atlas of early printing in Europe, circa 1450 - 1500. Atlas of Digital Humanities and Social Science / Atlas of Ciencias Sociales y Humanidades Digitales Given the predilection for digital
humanities to talk about oneself, it is surprising that there are no more cartographs of it. This Atlas, from the University of Granada, covers the social sciences as well as DH, and has a strong Iberian-American accent. In Spanish and English. See also this presentation English language of the atlas. Author of London Compilation and
mapping of references to in London found in the works of writers who lived there. The Batanes Cultural Atlas Islands A Cultural Atlas that includes maps, a timeline, and images of Batanes, the northernmost province in the Philippines. Beijing in transition a historical GIS study of urban cultures, 1912-1937. In Chinese and English. Beijing
of Dreams Photos of the old city with walls in Beijing. Belgisch HISGIS Geo-historical statistics, 1800-1963/2003. Beyond Steel Industry and Society in the 19th and 20th centuries LeHigh County, Pennsylvania. Bombings in Barcelona Mapping of air raids on Barcelona and shelters inside Barcelona during the Spanish Civil War. In
Engloihs, Spanish and Catalan. Bombsight Bomb Sight maps the WW2 bomb census in London using web and mobile mapping technology. Borderlands Archives Cartography Geography of newspapers 19th and mid-20th centuries on the U.S.-Mexico border. Campos de Concentration by Franco Accompanying the book of the same
name, a mapping of Franco's concentration camps in Spain. In Español. Caribbean Cholera Map Very interesting map of medical history and timeline from Duke University Haiti Project. Cartography des Mémoires de l'Sclavage Mapping memories of slavery in the Francophone world. In French. developing POTIR. Creating a historic
placename gazetteer for the UK Charles Booth Online Archive Archive of Victorian social investigator, including his famous poverty maps of London. China Historical GIS Covering the history of China between 221 î.Hr. and 1911 EC. chgis/ Chinese civilization in time and space ambitious project that seems inactive without having
produced any map. City Witness This project will create an interactive online map of Swansea v. 1300, showing its main topographical and landscape features, along with an electronic edition of witness testimony from the 14th century depicting the hanging in Swansea of the Welshman, William Cragh, by Master Gower. This will provide
more views on the city and the meanings attached to the city's locations of different social and ethnic groups (including Anglo-Norman and Welsh, laic and religious, male and female, lord, bourgeois, outlaw). Site now Cleveland Historic mobile phone product product app academics that we have found, now with an improved support site.
Clio History Public in the United States, delivered by website and mobile app. Collective Violence Mapping Mob Violence, Riots and Pogroms against African-American Communities, 1824 - 1974. I worked on this project, finding incidents of racist violence in various digital newspaper archives. Colonial Dispatches Digitizations of maps,
many with added likename information, as part of a large archive on Vancouver Island and British Columbia. Colonial Frontier Massacres in Eastern Australia Important and well done project mapping of colonial violence against indigenous Australians. Compostela Geoliteration Investigation of literature in the city of Santiago de
Compostela. In español. Australia's Cultural Atlas An interactive digital map that explores Australian places and spaces as they are represented in and through films, novels and plays. Danish bilingual folklore project (English/Danish) mapping Danish folklore and Kristensen's investigations into it. Danske Herregaarde Map of Danish
manors, in Danish. Decima Information Archive and mapping of the digitally encoded census, Decima studied Florence under the leadership of Duke Cosimo I (1519-1574). Dictionary of Sydney Important and ambitious attempt to annotate Sydney. Digital Atlas of Indonesian History Accompanying, and Expanding to, Robert Cribb's
Historical Atlas of Indonesia (NIAS Press, 2000; h-net review), this site requires a serial number from the book for full access. the Digital Atlas of Roman Civilization and Medieval Comprehensive Coverage of Early Eurasian Civilizations. Digital Atlas on the history of Europe from 1500 bilingual (English/German) site, under construction,
but with many interesting static maps. Digital Augustan Rome Beautiful, as well as informative mapping of Ancient Rome. Digital Gazetteer of the Song Dynasty Project very impressive on (re)organizations in China during the Song era. The Harlem Digital Site very well focusing on African-Americans in interwar Harlem, New York. Also,
blogging at and Robertson's article Putting Harlem on the map. Digital Harrisburg Exploring the history, society and culture of culture PA, USA. Digital Karnak Interesting mapping site - in 2 and 3 dimensions - Temple complex in Karnak, Egypt. Digital Literary Atlas of Ireland, 1922-1949 Back from the dead: Dislocated Lysses Viewing
Joyce Dublin text in 3D. Doha Online History Atlas from UCL Qatar, a map based on the history of Doha. driving through time the Blue Ridge Parkway Landscape, USA, a 469 mile elongated park. Down Survey of Ireland Taken in the years 1656-1658, the Down Survey of Ireland is the first ever detailed field study on a national scale
anywhere in the world. The study sought to measure all land to be lost by Irish Catholics in order to facilitate its redistribution to merchant adventurers and English soldiers. Copies of these maps survived in dozens of libraries and archives in Ireland and the United Kingdom, as well as in the National Library of France. This project brought
together all surviving maps for the first time in over 300 years, digitized them and made them available as a public resource online. Edmonton Pipes Very interesting collection of projects centered on Edmonton, Canada. Execution Sites for Jewish Victims Mapping Holocaust Sites in Eastern Europe and Russia, which were investigated by
Yahad-in Numum. Exploring the Vilnius Ghetto reVilna is a digital mapping project dedicated to understanding how the inhabitants of the ghetto lived, the ghetto functioned – even, given the circumstances, flourished – appeared and was eventually liquidated. Using science and geographic technology, reVilna tries to reimagine the Vilna
ghetto. Falmouth Project Architecture and the history of Falmouth, Jamaica. Frankenstein Atlas Mapping Mary Shelley's Frankenstein. Quite a model for example in terms of methodological explanation, support documentation and data-ceding. of French book trade in Enlightenment Europe excellent website mapping the trade of Société
Typographique de Neuchâtel (STN), a renowned Swiss publishing house that operated between 1769 and 1794. New url: Gathering Places Religion &amp; Community in Milwaukee. 16th Century Gazette Florence A database of about 750 items, plotted on 1584 Buonsignori Map GeoBib GeoBib (before 1949) of the holocaust and the
literature of concentration camps. In German, English and Polish. Geo-Coded Art Thousands of paintings plotted. See comments for more details. Geodia View of the temporal, geographical and material aspects of ancient Mediterranean civilizations. Geography of the Post Mapping Post Office in the C19th West USA. German Traces
NYC German presence in New York City. Available in three different flavors: for mobile phones, as a web page and augmented reality app. Geschichtomat Mapping the Jewish history of Hamburg. In German; a useful english cv can be found at Google Maps Mania. Globalization of the United States plotting the global coverage of the U.S.
from Independence to Civil War through diplomatic, military, commercial, religious, and other missions. Now defunct, but archived on Wayback Machine, and the code available on Github. Going to show movie mapping happens in North Carolina. Google Ancient Places Mining Google Books for Geographic data related to Antiquity. Grub
Street Project Very interesting mapping of early modern London literature and publishing using contemporary maps. Gulag Map Mapping Soviet Gulag, and showing the number of prisoners of the year. In Russian, but a brief introduction can be found at Google Maps Mania. Gulag Online Remarkably multidisciplinary approach to the
Gulag, combining archaeology, biography, history and geography into a map-based site. Hestia Ancient Mediterranean mapping through Herodotus. OF THE ORGIS of Indias A systema de información histórico-geográfica para Hispanoamérica, 1701-1808). Very impressive historical geography of 18th-century Latin America. In Spanish.
the Hidden Florence Smartphone app that guides users around early Modern Florence with some of the materials that can be downloaded from the site. OF HGIS Germany Various maps and data relating to Germany. Hidden Models of the Civil War A set of interconnected projects on the American Civil War, 5 of which are maps. HISGIS
Dutch National GIS under development (and in Dutch). The Czech City's Historical Atlas in English and Czech, maps and land of Czech. The Geographies of the Developing Holocaust; a blurb can be found at Hypercities A digital research and educational platform for exploring, learning about, and interacting with the layered histories of
the city and global spaces. Ieldran Mapping early Anglo-Saxon cemetaries in England. Image Rio Illustrates the social and urban evolution of Rio de Janeiro over the entire history of the city, so it existed and was often imagined. Imago Urbis: Grand Tour of Rome by Giuseppe Vasi Based on the important map of Giambattista Nolli and the
comprehensive documentation of Giuseppe Vasi to portray Rome in the 18th century and as part of the Grand Tour. Project Imperia An ambitious project to map the 19th-century Tsarist Empire. Also notable for cleaning and releasing many data sets. the Irish Famine Project Mapping population change as an index of the impact of the
great famine. Irish speakers and the interesting Empire City crowd-sourcing project to locate Irish speakers in New York circa 1910. Istanbul Urban Database Mapping Istanbul with a variety of data including historical maps, aerial photos, transportation plans, and social data covering everyday life spaces and squatter areas. Japan
historically farming system navigation in Japanese, so I'm relying on Google Translate. Historical maps from the early Meiji period, from the middle to the end of the 19th century, geo-corrected. JoyceWays from Boston College (USA), an iPhone app mapping James Joyce working on Dublin. Kaart En Huis Brugge Mapping Brugge /
Bruges house house. In Dutch, but for an introduction in English see the talk given by Bram Vannieuwenhuyze at the iHR Digital History seminar. Kansas City Literary Map Marking Literary Landmarks in Kansas, Texas, USA. Know Your Place From Bristol Council, a project to map the history of that city, using current and historical maps
and allowing the public to add elements. the inheritances of British slave property Collating and the analysis of slave owners paid compensation for the abolition of slavery in 1833. Now with added cartographs from the UK, Jamaica, Barbados and Grenada. Linguistic Atlas Projects studying English dialects in the USA. Geographical
Gough map of Great Britain and the making of Gough Map circa 1360. The Literary Atlas of Revitalized Europe! Very interesting investigations in European literature. European. Location of London's Past Just launched, relying on data from Old Bailey Online and London Lives. Website: Blog: London Gallery Project Mapping art market in
19th century London. See also Fletcher and Helmreich project-based article, Local/Global: Mapping 19th Century London Art Market Lviv Interactive Map Lviv, in Ukraine, mapped in various historical dimensions. Early Modern Map London Based on the Agas map from about 1560. Much updated, with a large gazette from early modern
London places names: Mapa de la Memoria Histórica de Granada Mapping the historical memory of the Second Republic, the Civil War, and Francoism, in the city of Granada. In español. Mapping the World of a Writer The Geographical Timeline of Willa Cather. Mapping Balzac Mapping Balzac's Comedy Humain: not only the geography
of his series, but the relationships between characters and events. Old Site: New Site: Mapping Books Various Experiments in Mapping Books. Mapping the Cultural Space of Eurasia A collection of projects produced by the Mapping Cultural Space Scholarship Seminar at the Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies. Mapping Cville
A crowd-sourcing project hosted at Zooniverse, plotting these acts of Charlottesville property with racist covenants that prohibit the sale of African-Americans. Mapping Dante Mapping all the geographical references in Dante's Divine Comedy. Mapping Decadence Mapping networks from the late 19th century Parisian decadents. Mapping
Declin fascinating investigation into urban decline in St. Louis. Mapping Detroit Slavery aims to provide a more complete picture of slavery in the Detroit area for general public, students, and scholars. Mapping Dubliners Mapping James Joyce stories. Mapping Du Bois Recreating Du Bois poll by Philadelphia's Seventh Ward Update: This
site appears to have disappeared; available through the Internet Archive. Mapping the early American elections Mapping the election in the early American Republic, 1787-1825. Numerous free and open data. Mapping Gothic France 12th and 13th century French architecture considered in 3 ways: time, space and and Mapping maps
based on history time covering 4 continents, in English and German. Mapping manuscript migrations Navigation in the network of connections between people, institutions and places in European medieval and Renaissance manuscripts. Mapping Marronage Mapping Marronage is an interactive view of the trans-Atlantic intellectual,
creative and political exchange networks created by enslaved people in the 18th and 19th centuries. It uses the same code base as the same boats to portray human networks in space. See also the exchange in Archipelagos 5. Medieval Chester Mapping Completed project space exploration, place and identity in medieval Chester.
Mapping Memoirs of Montparnasse Small project about Modernist Paris, based on the memoirs of John Glassco, by Dr. Anouk Lang. Mapping Mythology Interesting Idea: to map classical mythology in post-ancient art. Originally covering New York. Mapping Occupation Mapping Mapping Force, Freedom and Army in Reconstruction USA.
Mapping Anzacs Mapping Australia World War I recruits. Mapping Paintings Exploring the provenance records of paintings over time. Just a map so far. Mapping Performance Culture: Nottingham 1857-1867 Mid-Victorian entertainments in the Midlands: Mapping Petersburg A project to map the Petersburg Text, starting with
Dostoyevsky's Crime and Punishment. Mapping population change in Ireland 1841-1851 Mapping population change during the Great Hunger of Ireland: Mapping prejudice View inghidden histories of race and privileges in the urban landscape through racial covenants. Mapping Radical Tyneside Mapping the Radical History of Northeast
England. Mapping Shakespeare's London Now Live! Project graduate from Kings College London. Mapping slavery Excellent site mapping the heritage of slavery in the Netherlands and Dutch New York, with maps of Indonesia under construction. In Dutch and English. Mapping Slavery NL Mapping Texts A project experimenting with new
methods for finding and analyzing meaningful patterns embedded in massive digital newspapers. Mapping the city in the film-forming project mapping Liverpool on celluloid. Mapping Illumination This focuses on the European periphery in the lighting networks of the 17th and 18th centuries. Mapping Guides Gay Mapping Damron Diaries,



Guides to Gay Places in post-War U.S. Mapping Gulag An important project, but so far only using static maps. Mapping the Haitian Revolution Very well the presentation of Haiti and the revolution, and a fine example of chrono-cartography. See also the exchange in Archipelagos 5. Mapping the Jewish Communities of the Byzantine
Empire Very Interesting Project, now with added maps. The interface is significant in order to take into account spatial and temporal uncertainties. Mapping the Klan from Virginia Commonwealth University, a project to map the second Klan, from 1915 to 1940. Mapping Lakes Examining the literary accounts of the Lake District of the UK
with some excellent theoretical articles. Mapping the Long Women's Movement An experiment with indexing, using and ultimately understanding oral history in new ways, based on the accounts of feminist activism at the end of the 20th century. Mapping The Medieval Urban Townscape Completed in 2005, a study of new cities from the
late 1200s. Mapping the Republic of Letters Suite projects - mostly blurbs rather than goods - centered on enlightenment correspondence. (Previously it had a flash map of mail, but that seems to have disappeared.) Mapping the spread of American slavery technically and historically very interesting mapping of slavery in the U.S., 1790-
1860. Project: Blog post: Mapping Women's Suffrage Mapping the Women's Voting Movement in England in 1911 - the year of the census and boycotting her suffragettes. Media NOLA Histories of culture and cultural production in New Orleans. MESH: Mapping Edinburgh Social History Ambitious Project to develop both an atlas of
Edinburgh, 1000 to 2000 AD, and create open source tools for creating historical maps. Miéville's Geolocative Cities Very interesting project, mapping China Miéville's sci-fi novel The City and the City; and exploring the possibilities for a palimpsest or crosshatch type mapping. Montreal, l'avenir du passé Maps and downloadable data
(requiring ArcExplorer), focused on Montreal. In French and Morningside Heights Digital History Micro-mapping project of the area now occupied by the main campus of Columbia University in New York. Myths on Maps Mapping Classical Greek mythology. New York City Graffiti and Street Art Project Flickr, mobile phones and Google
maps mash-up investigating nyc street art. Negro Travellers Green Card Protection provided for Negro Traveler. Mapping the 1956 edition of the African-American travel guide. Networked Nations representing German cities in Sebastian Münster's Cosmography. Nolli Map Interactive version of Giambattista Nolli 1748 map of Rome. Old
Online Maps A search portal for historical maps hosted elsewhere. On The Line Under construction, but fascinating already, a project on how to school, housing, and civil rights in the form of Hartford, Connecticut (USA) and its suburbs. Orbis Stanford Geospatial Network Model of the Roman World Orlando Furioso Atlas Mapping the
sprawling world of perhaps the greatest literary work of the Italian Renaissance, Ludovico Ariosto Orlando Furioso. OutGoing Mapping New York City's LGBT nightlife. Out of the Desert Mapping detention of Japanese and Japanese-Americans in 1942. Palestine Open Maps Open maps of Palestine, from 1880 to 1951, with contemporary
mapping through the Open Street Map, and the post-1945 status of many Palestinian settlements. Palimpsest Right at the beginning, Palimpsest will view Edinburgh's literary heritage. Pelagios PELAgios comes from Pelagios: Enable Linked Ancient Geodata In Open Systems – hate for recursive acronyms! PhilaPlace Great site from the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania on the city of Philadelphia. Phone Booth Project underway, repackaging Charles Booth's poverty map in mobile phone formats. Photogrammar Organizing, searching and viewing 170,000 photographs from 1935 to 1945 created by the United States Farm Security Administration and Office of War
Information (FSA-OWI). Placement of Literature Crowdsourcing Literary Locations. Placing segregation mapping racial segregation in three cities in 1860 and 1870: Washington, Nashville, and Omaha. Pleiade Warehouse geographical information about the Greek and Roman worlds. Mapper Political Meetings Text-mining movement
newspapers, this project maps Chartist meeting ads from the Northern Star newspaper. The site seems to have disappeared, which is a great shame; Are following this. Political Meetings Mapper Populations past major project mapping demography (and more) from England and Wales, 1851 - 1911. in Oaxaca, Mexico Building a
geography of indigenous legal culture through digital maps and views. Of The AmericanPox To accompany a book of the same name, a mapping of the American smallpox epidemic of 1775-1782. Pride of Place Mapping England LGBT went through crowd-sourcing. Prohibition Raids in New Orleans, 1919-1933 Part of a larger digital
history of drinking culture in New Orleans. Historical Atlas Queensland History Queensland, Australia. Records of Early English Drama Mapping places and patrons of early English theatre. Redlining Richmond Mapping the Home Owners' Loan Corporation's surveys of 1930s Richmond, VA., including their assessment of 'infiltration of a
lower-grade population (referring to African-Americans, Jews, and immigrants). See also the collection of geo-rectified U.S. redlining maps: refugee family documents from the Weiner Library, a map of the family documents of Jews fleeing from the Nazi regime. Regnum Francorum Online Interactive Maps of Early Medieval Europe, 614-
840. Renaissance Lyon developing, but looking very promising. A manipulation of a giant axonometric map of the French city of Lyon created during the height of the French Renaissance. The Roaring Twenties A sound map of New York in the 1920s. Romantic London A research project by Matthew Sangster exploring life and culture in
London in the late 18th and early 19th centuries using Richard Horwood's map of London in the 1790s. Routes of The Impressive Sfarad project supported by Google mapping Jewish history in Spain. Sagnagrunnur A geographically mapped database of the main collections published by Icelandic folk legends. Salem Witch Trials An
archive of materials, and a very animated map the same boats that are outstanding for both and how the code is written for humanistic purposes, it maps the movements and connections of writers and black artists through and around the Black Atlantic. Scotland Slavery Map Using data from the British Slave Property Inheritances project,
a map of Edinburgh's involvement in the slave trade. Now dead, no working copy at archive.org. Separados/Torn Apart Most Definitely a Digital Humanist Project, but unique on this list for its contemporary political engagement, Separados/Torn Apart maps the United States anti-immigrant infrastructure and money flows. Sheffield Cutlery
Map Mapping of the Cutlery Industry in Sheffield, made by Sheffield museums. Situation of Chemistry Mapping the development of chemistry, both scientific and institutional, between 1760 and 1840. of the Slave Uprising of Jamaica, 1760-1761 A cartographic analysis of the largest slave insurrection in the British empire in the 18th
century. Space of Slovenian Literary Culture Project in the planning stages, examining Slovenian writing, 1780-1940. It has a very useful overview of literary mapping. [updated url] Space History Project at Stanford Many projects and articles. Space Humanities at the Scientists Laboratory a community-based resource for space
humanities. Streets of Mourning to launch in August, an interactive map of Lancaster's World War I victims. Announcement: Texas Freedom Ons Colonies project mapping freedom colonies, or Freedmen's Towns, founded by African-Americans after the American Civil War. the Texas Slavery Project was analyzing the spread of American
slavery in the borders between the United States and Mexico in the 1820s and 1850s. Zone said as a very interesting story doctoral research project in non-use of maps. Topography Terror Mapping Moscow's experience of The Great Terror, covering prisons, and mass execution and burial sites. In Russian. Parts in the Time West Yorks
Archive Service putting historical tithing maps online. A digitalization project, but notable for the way maps are displayed, alongside (rather than overlapping) contemporary maps. Transatlantic Slave Trade View What Happens When a History of teams with a computer scientist? An amazing view of transatlantic trade in slaves. Such a gee-
whisery about the slave trade is obviously inappropriate. And it's not amazing, but a pretty poor viewing for charging. Travelogue Mapping the travels of 20th century American authors, starting with Ernest Hemingway and Zora Neale Hurston. New URL: unveiling of the UK Very interesting prototype of a set of ways in which to interpret a
collection of maps; a kind of remote reading for cartography. 20Taylor_BLL%20Competition%202015.html Note: now defunct and unarchived. Urban Transition Historical GIS Project Using historical census data to examine the urban transition of the United States in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. US News Map USA News Map
allows users to search for Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers and view results in space and time. But not the warnings about the distribution of digitised newspapers in this article in Viral Texts. The Valley of Shadows Documenting two counties during the American Civil War, with animated battle maps. Verbbrannte Orte
Mapping Nazi bookburnings. In German, but a brief overview is provided by Google Maps Mania. Viabundus Mapping medieval roads. No maps yet, but a blog: Viaas Romanas Roman roads in Castilla and Leon, Spain. Vici A very interesting idea, and here successful: a geospatial wiki. Vici crowdsources archaeology of classical antiquity.
Viennanavigator Mapping Vienna through a wide range of texts. Mainly in German, but has some English texts there as well. German translation of the Third Man, before asking. Vilniaus Literatūra Mapping literature in Vilnia, Lithuania. In Lithuanian. Venice Time Machine aims to build a multidimensional model of Venice and its evolution
covering a period of over 1000 years. Virtual Morgantown apparently dormant project to build a virtual reconstruction of Morgantown, West Virginia, circa 1900. Britain's vision of outstanding studies in the UK. viewing Early Washington DC Using GIS to build a virtual reconstruction of pre-1814 Washington DC. Viewing Emancipation The
Emancipation View organizes documentary evidence of when, where slavery fell apart during the American Civil War. Viewing Medieval Places A digital project that explores explores ways of viewing the names of real places extracted from literary and non-literary texts composed along the arch from England to the Eastern Mediterranean
over about four centuries (11-15 c). View Scriptoria: Mapping Manuscript Production Sites in Medieval Iceland Title says it all. As well, given that there is no blurb or description whatsoever. Visualization of the Red Summer An archive of documents relating to the Red Summer of 1919, a series of more than three dozen (known) riots and
linsages throughout the U.S. the Geography Urban View an open source suite of NoGIS tools. The examples focus on Edinburgh. The View of Venice The View of Venice is a series of surveys into how social and economic changes have shaped the city of Venice over time. Voluntary Hospitals Database An old database created by the
University of Portsmouth, given a new lease of life through the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, with a Google Maps interface.  See also ihr blog post for more information. Vote America Mapping the U.S. Election, 1840 - 2008. Walking Ulysses Adnoting Joyce's Ulife on contemporary and current maps of Dublin. Witch
mapping witch trials in early modern Scotland. Witchhunter and Trollfinder Danish folklore maps and stories by theme. Win the award for best project name. Yellow Star Houses Excellent site mapping the ghetto and Holocaust in Budapest. In English and Hungarian. Last updated December 7, 2020, currently listing 229 projects. This list is
in the public domain and can be scraped and reused freely. Free.
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